1) E-newsletter
   Once a quarter
   Aim for end of June 2007
   Editor: Jeremy
   Articles:
   - new decision out of England
   - e-mail Jeremy by June 7, 2007 with topic
   - e-mail Jeremy by June 14, 2007 with article
   - Jeremy will pull it together for June 21, 2007 to send out

2) Use of Listserv
   - Focus on the newsletter for a while, and wait to get ourselves in gear before
     making a policy about who sends out what
   - Melissa will seek out whether the ABA has particular policies for us with
     regard to the use of the listserv
   - We will encourage anyone to send out emails requesting counsel in different
     countries, ask questions, etc. in the interim

3) Website
   Begin working with the Technology staff, get a template up and solicit
   feedback from the committee
   Melissa will talk to the Family Law Section and the International Law Section
   about whether we can coordinate on one website

4) Conference Calls: draft an article for the next e-newsletter; invite committee
   members at large to participate in the Steering Group calls if they want; we
   can invite them to participate for our June call to see how it goes and show
   that we are functioning and interested in their input

5) Research on Substantive Legal and Policy Issues
   i. Uniform Parental Child Abduction Act
   ii. Maintenance and Child Support Convention
   iii. 1996 Treaty
       Was approved by the House of Delegates of the ABA in
       February 2007

6) Programming
   Jeremy suggested a Roundtable
- We should keep it more basic so that people who practice business and other international practices can learn about what we do as family lawyers
- We could do a “Hot Tips” on international family law issues
- Melissa will contact Aaron Schildhaus about program proposal deadlines
- Think about good speakers, and contact Jeremy

7) Year in Review Article: ask Aaron and Darrell where to send it and what format to use